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The No. 1 ESS ADF magnetic tape subsystem provides a high-volume,

low-cost storage medium in which user messages are filed, and from which

current message copies can be automatically retrieved upon user request.

Message handling and statistical information concerning all message

switching transactions are also filed on tape, providing a journal record

for the switching center. Emphasis on maintenance and defensive pro-

gramming techniques enables the tape subsystem to provide continuous and

excellent service. This article describes the tape equipment and program

package.

I. INTRODUCTION

Message switching systems designed for nationwide use must provide

a high degree of transmission reliability and protection against loss of

messages. Extensive efforts have been made in the design of the No. 1

ESS ADF to insure these system objectives. Once the system has

accepted a message from its originator, the ADF system has the sole

responsibility for a correct and guaranteed delivery. Nevertheless,

messages received at a user's terminal may be lost by an attendant,

may be garbled because of transmission difficulties such as fades, dis-

tortion, and line hits, or may be lost as a result of a paper jam in the

receiving terminal. To counter such occurrences, the ADF system has

a message retrieval feature, whereby a missing or questionable message

may be retrieved upon request. Magnetic tape is the vehicle used for

long term message storage and retrieval in the ADF system.

Considerations which led to the selection of magnetic tape as the

message recording medium included storage volume, access speed,

and frequency of access. A copy of every message handled by the ADF
system is saved for days in this message file, called the permanent

file. This represents an exceptionally large storage requirement be-
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cause of the high message handling capacity of the ADF system. 1

The use of magnetic tape was indicated by this need. Speed of access

was found to be reasonably noncritical ; however, the expected volume

of retrieval requests was estimated at 1 percent of messages termi-

nated. These considerations economically precluded the use of manual

retrieval techniques and led to the use of automatic on-line magnetic

tape storage and retrieval.

A key to the message retrieval process is a cross-reference file main-

tained in the message store. 2 The storage locations of all retrievable

messages for each user who has the message retrieval feature are

maintained in this file.

A second ADF system information filing requirement which is ful-

filled by the magnetic tape subsystem is the recording of journal

records for all message switching transactions involving the ADF
system. These records, placed on magnetic tapes called journal file

tape reels, provide a means for evaluating overall system performance.

Further, the journal files enable telephone company retrieval center

attendants to assist the ADF user with special retrieval requests. To
gain access to the journal file, a journal file retrieval process has been

included in the No. 1 ESS ADF magnetic tape subsystem.

The magnetic tape subsystem, consisting of tape equipment and a

complete tape program package, is integrally provided for each ADF
installation. Two tape unit controls with dedicated buffer control1

tape hardware sequencers provide electrical access to and control of

up to 16 tape units.1 Maintenance software and hardware is provided

to promptly detect hardware anomalies or failures. 3,4 This software

provides for (i) quick recognition of and removal of faulty units with-

out adversely affecting operational performance, (u) diagnosis and
isolation of faults to basic elements, and (Hi) routine exercise of all

tape equipment to insure functional integrity.

II. TAPE EQUIPMENT

Message and journal data storage and retrieval operations are

performed under software control on tape equipment illustrated in

Fig. 1. The tape control hardware is divided into two independent

communities, each having a tape instruction queue in buffer control

call store, a tape sequencer in each buffer control, and a tape unit

control. Each community can gain access to each of the tape units in

the office, provided that both communities are not simultaneously

competing for the same tape unit.
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Fig. 1—Block diagram illustrating hardware units, buses, and paths of data flow

involved in tape operations.

Duplication of tape related hardware units is limited to the buffer

control tape sequencers and the tape queues in buffer control call store.

Each buffer control has a sequencer for each tape community and

thus an equipment outage will not impair tape system operation.

Tape queue duplication is a consequence of buffer control call store

duplication. Each tape unit control operates as a simplex unit, com-

municating with the buffer control tape sequencer appropriate to the

configuration.

Tape instructions are loaded in the tape queues by software orders

and are independently executed by the hardware. At the conclusion of

the operation, completion (status) reports are placed in the tape

queues for software appraisal and action.
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Functionally, tape filing operations are processed on the tape unit

control designated by software as primary, and retrieval operations

are executed on the tape unit control designated secondary. Tape

filing operations are nondeferrable, since prompt release of message

store and call store facilities following final message termination is

necessary to achieve the high capacity of the No. 1 ESS ADF.5 Thus

whenever a tape unit control must be removed from service because

of faults, the other tape unit control is assigned the primary function.

Retrievals are deferred until both tape unit controls are in service.

Each of the tape units is automatically assigned a function appro-

priate to the status of the tape mounted on it. Two tape units are used

for permanent message filing, the active permanent file, and the

standby permanent file. Filing is automatically switched between these

tape units to allow prompt retrieval of messages on the active unit.

In essence, filing is accomplished on the active unit, while the standby

unit is available for retrieval work. When the standby is inactive, its

tape is positioned just after the last record written, ready to return to

the active state if a retrieval is requested from the active permanent

file.

When an active permanent file tape unit reaches the end of a tape, a

replacement is assigned from a pool of ready tape units, that is, tape

units with clean reels of tape positioned at the beginning of the tape,

loaded and in service. Then the replaced active permanent file is re-

wound and placed in the pool of on-line tape units. These tape units

provide the large bulk storage of messages which is accessed by tape

software in response to message retrieval requests.

The ready tape unit pool is maintained at a minimum of two tape

units. If this pool becomes deficient, the on-line permanent file tape

unit with the oldest reel is automatically removed from service, and

an order is sent to retrieval center personnel to install a clean tape.

When the new tape is loaded, the tape unit is placed in the ready pool.

The old reel then is placed in off-line storage.

Journal records are written on a single tape unit assigned for that

task. When a journal file reel has been completely written, it is

removed and placed in off-line storage. This allows no retrievals from

the active journal file, but such retrievals are seldom required before

the complete tape reel is written. If required, provision is made for

terminating the filing assignment on the current active jounal file reel.

Retrievals from journal file and permanent file reels that are not

mounted on tape units are accomplished by the assignment of an off-
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line retrieval tape unit. Retrieval center personnel are directed by the

program via teletypewriter to make required reel changes during the

execution of these retrievals. When off-line work is completed, the

off-line retrieval tape unit assignment is terminated, and the tape

unit rejoins the ready pool.

Tape hardware configuration and control is automatically accom-

plished by tape software. Retrieval center personnel are required to

change reels only as directed by the system and to handle special

cases of nonretrievable messages, reported by the system.

To provide the features discussed, the tape hardware is capable of

executing the following operational orders:

(i) Read—forward direction,

(u) Search—permanent file forward and reverse (based on match-

ing the first word in record), journal file forward (based on matching

on three-word groups within journal file records),

(Hi) Write—forward direction of variable length records,

(iv) Backspace—up to 15 records per command,
(v) Advance—up to 15 records per command, and

(vi) Rewind—at 225 inches per second.

2.1 Tape Unit

Each tape unit in the No. 1 ESS ADF magnetic tape subsystem in-

cludes a special design Ampex Corporation transport with associated

transport servo electronics. Read amplifiers and logic for transport

control and communications with the tape unit control were designed

by Bell Laboratories. Nine-channel, 800-bits per inch, nonreturn to

zero operation at 56.8 inches per second is provided for normal

forward and reverse operation. Rewinding at 225 inches per second

enables a 2400-foot reel to be rewound in two minutes. Figure 2 shows

a typical tape unit installation.

The tape unit responds to several commands from a tape unit

control in order to execute the various instructions: write, read,

forward, reverse, move, stop, rewind, select and unselect. Data is

written on tape in records of 1 to 15 blocks with 3/4 inch gaps between

records. Each block consists of 31 call store words of data plus one

link word. A word is 24 bits long, with 23 information bits and one

parity bit. On tape, each word is written in three segments called

bytes. A byte is nine bits, eight information bits and one parity bit.

To insure integrity of data written on tape, each tape unit is
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Fig. 2—A typical tape unit installation.

equipped for read after write, thus enabling the tape unit control to

verify each write operation.

2.2 Tape Unit Control

The tape unit control is a consolidation of common tape control

equipment that interfaces the buffer control and tape unit. Extensive

circuitry is provided for error detection in tape operations. Figure 3

pictures the tape unit control.

The tape unit control receives tape instructions from the buffer con-

trol, stores each instruction in its instruction register, decodes the

instructions, and controls tape unit operation during execution of

the instruction. Data transfers between tape and call store pass

through the tape unit control's 24-bit data register, where word-to-

byte transformations are accomplished.

Read, write, and search control circuits coordinate data transfers

between tape units and the buffer control, and control operation of the

selected tape unit.

2.2.1 Operation

Upon receipt of an instruction, the tape unit control decodes the

order and selects the proper tape unit. For a write operation, the tape

unit control orders the selected tape unit into the write, forward, and
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Fig. 3—Tape unit control.
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move states. Data is transmitted to the tape unit, a byte at a time,

at a rate necessary to achieve 800-bit-per-inch density at 56.8 inches

per second. When the order is completed, the tape unit control stops

and releases the tape unit, and reports status to the buffer control.

Read instructions are similarly handled by the tape unit control.

At the beginning of the search operation, search data received

from the buffer control is saved in the tape unit control. Next, the

tape unit is selected and controlled as in a read operation. Data

read from tape is not sent to the buffer control; instead, the search

control circuitry matches search data within each record obtained

from tape against the search data received from the buffer control.

When an exact match is obtained, the search operation is terminated,

the tape unit is stopped and released, and successful search status is

reported to the buffer control.

Two types of search instructions are provided. The journal file

search instruction searches the first five blocks of every record to

match 9-byte search entries. Section 4.4 of this article describes the

layout of the journal file record. The permanent file search matches

a 24-bit search number against the first word (three bytes) of every

record passed on the tape. Permanent files can be searched in either

forward or reverse.

2.2.2 Integrity

The tape unit control contains several mechanisms for guaranteeing

the integrity of data transmission and storage. One method used is the

all-seems-well response8 to buffer control transmissions. Absence of

an all-seems-well response causes a system interrupt, which results

in immediate program action towards solving the difficulty.

Communications between the tape unit and its control are monitored

via status registers in each tape unit control. Failures or data errors

cause unique status bit combinations in the status register. At the

conclusion of every operation the contents of the status register are

transferred to the tape queue in buffer control call store. Program

detection of a bad status triggers the tape system fault recognition

software.

Transverse and longitudinal parity checks insure the integrity of

data stored on tape. As a part of the write operation, the tape unit

control generates parity over each 8-bit byte and stores it as the

ninth bit of the byte. During a read operation, after parity has

been checked, the tape unit control strips off this parity bit. A parity
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failure causes the tape character error counter in the status register

to be incremented and the tape character error indicator to be set.

As data is being written, the tape unit control also computes

longitudinal parity over the entire record. At the end of the record,

this byte is written on tape. This serves as an additional error detec-

tion device used in read operations.

The tape unit sends data to the tape unit control in an amplified

analog form over a common bus. For reliability, the tape unit control

has two signal detectors, the high and the low amplitude threshold

read registers, listening to this bus. If both registers agree, the infor-

mation is accepted as valid. However, if the low register's parity

passes and the high register's parity does not, the data is judged in

error and the tape character error indicator in the tape unit control

is set. Nevertheless, the entire record is read. This enables the No. 1

ESS ADF to retrieve the best copy of the requested data, if after

multiple attempts parity errors continue to occur.

The status report, initiated by the tape unit control upon comple-

tion of an operation, enables the software to determine the success or

failure of the order. Decisions to try again, remove equipment from
service, or continue normal operational sequence are heavily based on

the status report. The layout of the tape status report (Table I) pro-

vides insight into the error detecting and reporting scheme of the tape

unit control.

2.3 Buffer Control Tape Sequencers

Within each buffer control, dedicated tape sequencers are provided

for each of the two tape unit controls. These sequencers control the

flow of information between the corresponding tape unit control and
its dedicated tape instruction queue in buffer control call store.

Each tape instruction queue consists of 32 buffer control call store

words. Tape programs place the instructions, in two-word instruction

sets, in the desired queue. The first word of the instruction contains the

address of the buffer control call store link list of data blocks to be

used for the data transfer. The second word contains the operation

code (read, write, backspace, and so on) , the tape unit involved, and
other pertinent data.

The sequencer is responsible for obtaining the data from (or storing

data in) buffer control call store and sending it to (or receiving

it from) the tape unit control upon request. Data in buffer control

call store is stored in 32-word block link lists. The sequencer inter-
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Table I

—

Layout of Tape Status Word

Bit Description

1

2

3

Beginning of tape
End of tape
Rewinding
Unsuccessful search

4

5
6
7

Tape unit failure in setup

Tape unit failure in run
No character response

Data time-out

8
9
10
11

Parity error
Word count error

Parity generator error

Longitudinal parity mismatch

12

13
14

15

Write longitudinal parity mismatch
Longitudinal parity error

Tape character error

Counter overflow

16

17

18
19

Word error counter

20
21
22

Buffer control invalid sequence
Successful operation

Successful operation

prets the last word of each block as the link address of the next

block of data. Each transfer of data from the buffer control to the

tape unit control is verified by all-seems-well techniques.

The tape sequencer responds to instruction, data, and status requests

from the tape unit control. In the idle state, a tape unit control con-

tinuously sends instruction requests until the sequencer finds work to

do. When an instruction is found in the tape instruction queue, the

sequencer sends the instruction to the tape unit control. If a transfer

of data to tape is involved, the tape unit control sends a data request

to the tape sequencer, in response to which the sequencer obtains a

data word from buffer control call store and transfers it to the tape

unit control. When this data has been transferred to tape, the tape

unit control sends another data request to the sequencer. The next

word is sent to the tape unit control, and the process continues until

all data has been transferred to tape.

When the tape unit control has completed execution of the instruc-

tion, it sends a status request to the buffer control tape sequencer.
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In reply to this, the tape sequencer fetches the execution status from

the tape unit control and stores it in the queue for later software

examination. Unsuccessful status freezes the sequencer, thus retaining

tape unit control and sequencer information for fault recognition

processing. After a successful operation, the sequencer proceeds to the

next instruction in the tape queue.

Checks are made within the tape sequencer as well as the tape unit

control to insure that the correct number of data words have been

transmitted. If errors are detected, appropriate status bits are set and

the sequencer is stopped as for other errors.

III. MAINTENANCE CONCEPT

The objective of the tape subsystem maintenance scheme is to pro-

vide a high degree of dependability and maintainability, consistent

with ESS standards. To meet this objective, sophisticated techniques

are used in fault detection and recognition, diagnosis, error analysis,

and routine exercise.

3.1 Environment

Although duplicated hardware matching is a standard technique

used in high reliability systems, it is not used in all segments of the

tape subsystem. Notably, the tape units and tape unit controls used

in the No. 1 ESS ADF magnetic tape subsystem are operated in a

simplex mode. Reliable simplex operation of these units is provided

by extensive maintenance hardware and software for detecting, re-

porting, and analyzing errors. The simple fact that two tape unit con-

trols and several tape units are installed in the No. 1 ESS ADF switch-

ing center does mean that functional redundancy effectively exists.

All critical filing operations are continued, for example, when a tape

unit control is out of service. For such an occurrence, the retrieval

function is simply deferred until the second tape unit control is re-

stored. The powerful ESS diagnostic approach used for tape subsystem

equipment insures that equipment downtime is minimized.

Tape maintenance procedures must deal with several types of faults

and abnormalities. The hard logic failure is easily detected and iso-

lated, but intermittent logic and mechanical problems are a serious

challenge. Numerous retries of failing instructions and error analysis

methods are used to overcome the latter problems.

3.2 Fault Recognition

The tape subsystem fault recognition software:
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(i) Determines action required when tape subsystem errors are

detected.

(u) Identifies true faults from superficial failures such as minor

tape imperfections.

(lit) Isolates true faults to the defective equipment unit.

{iv) Removes faulty equipment from service for diagnosis and re-

pair.

Fault recognition processing begins upon detection of tape hardware

interrupts or failing status reports. 3 -4 Faults which cause interrupts

are isolated by the program to the faulty tape unit control, buffer con-

trol, or data store bus. The faulty unit is then removed from service

and diagnosed.

When fault recognition is stimulated by an unsuccessful status re-

port in the tape instruction queue, the failing instruction is repeated

up to four times. If any of these four attempts passes, no further ac-

tion is taken. After four consecutive failures the instruction is tried

on the other tape unit control. A success implies that the original tape

unit control was at fault. If no attempt succeeds, the tape unit is as-

sumed to be at fault since it cannot work with either tape unit control.

This simple algorithm has some complications resulting from the

uniqueness of the tape system. First, it is difficult to tell if the tape

unit control, the tape unit, or the magnetic tape is at fault. For ex-

ample, a longitudinal parity failure during a tape operation may be

caused by defective tape or a bad parity circuit in the tape unit con-

trol. A simplification is made by assuming that tape imperfections are

minute and isolated to a small portion of tape. For a failing write in-

struction, before trying the instruction on the other tape unit con-

trol, up to six inches of tape is skipped and the write process re-

peated. If this fails, the failure is assumed to be an electronic fault.

Success implies a tape imperfection, and no further action is taken.

When a tape unit is removed from service, the tape is placed in

off-line storage. However, when a tape unit control is removed from

service, the tape unit it was addressing is not removed. Incorrect or

incomplete records are erased from the tape using the in-service tape

unit control. Correct data is then written on the tape using the in-

service tape unit control.

3.3 Error Analysis

Error analysis provides the means by which tape system fault rec-

ognition copes with marginal electronic circuitry and mechanical ab-
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normalities. Both problems are usually intermittent and not con-

sistently reproducible. Therefore records are kept in call store of all

failures. When any one type of failure is excessive the unit is re-

moved from service and diagnosed.

3.4 Diagnostic

The tape subsystem diagnostic software provides a thorough test of

all tape-related hardware equipment. The objective, of course, is to

isolate failures to individual replaceable circuit elements such as cir-

cuit packs. Diagnostic procedures are provided for the tape unit con-

trols, tape units, tape sequencers, and connecting buses.

The diagnostic software reports results via the maintenance tele-

typewriter to maintenance personnel. If an error is detected, a unique

12-digit trouble number is reported which, when checked in a trouble

locating manual, identifies the faulty circuit.

Mechanical faults are difficult to diagnose. Inconsistent diagnostic

results often occur, yet optional raw data diagnostic printouts assist

maintenance personnel in locating faulty components.

3.5 Exercise

The tape subsystem exercise routinely checks idle hardware to in-

sure that operationally undetectable faults do not remain undetected.

This is accomplished by periodically running all equipment diagnostics

on those units which have not been diagnosed within a given time.

This technique guards against faults in the maintenance failure detect-

ing circuitry which could mask other faults, and thus prevent error

detection.

Each tape unit control is routinely exercised, provided that one
tape unit control remains in service at all times. All ready tape units

are exercised. However, exercises of tape units assigned to an active

filing, retrieving, or on-line storage pool are deferred until termination

of the functional assignment.

If an exercise passes, the equipment unit is returned to service. If

a fault is detected, a diagnostic report is sent to the maintenance per-

sonnel, and the equipment unit is left out of service.

IV. OPERATIONAL FEATURES

The primary purpose of the magnetic tape subsystem is message
retrieval. The permanent filing feature exists mainly to support mes-
sage retrieval. As Section II discusses, on-line permanent file tape
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units provide for the bulk storage of customer messages. Assuming a

complement of 16 tape units, 10 would normally be in the on-line

pool. Using 2400-foot reels and average message statistics, the on-line

retrieval capacity is approximately 125,000 messages. Older messages

are retrievable semi-automatically from off-line reels.

The configuration, control, and use of the tape subsystem equipment

is totally automatic. The system maintains in the cross-reference file

the storage locations of all retrievable messages handled by the system.

Further, the location of every tape reel is maintained in a call store

table. Both of these are routinely audited to insure integrity. Retrieval

center personnel need change tape reels only as indicated by the sys-

tem. For permanent and journal filing as well as on-line retrieval

operations, no manual intervention or tape handling is required.

Retrieval center personnel have access to the journal records via

the journal file retrieval process. Information filed on the journal tape

gives a history of message switching transactions but does not include

any message text. Through off-line analysis of the journal tapes, tele-

phone company personnel can ascertain the quality of total user ser-

vice, operating and traffic statistics, and switching transactions. The

journal file retrieval capability also enables retrieval center personnel

to assist the user with special problems for any given message.

4.1 Permanent Filing

Each message handled by the No. 1 ESS ADF is recorded on per-

manent file tape after all terminations for the message have been

completed.

For program and tape packing economies, messages are divided

into three categories, based on total file length (that is, the total num-

ber of message heading, text, and message processing blocks.) Mes-

sages of five blocks or less (short messages) are packed two or three

to a record, provided that sufficient messages are terminated with this

characteristic within a fixed time. Since the maximum tape record is

15 blocks, messages greater than 15 blocks (long messages) are filed

in several records. Messages from 6 to 15 blocks long (normal mes-

sages) are not packed and thus record size in blocks is equivalent to

message length.

In the first word of each tape record is placed a unique 23-bit

search number. As Fig. 4 shows, this number consists of a base search

number, and long and short message indexes. The short message index

is set to zero in the tape record. After a message has been filed on
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Fig. 4—Breakdown of search number used to locate a message, or part of a

message, on tape.

tape, the base search number (and short message index if applicable)

and tape reel number are placed in the cross-reference file forming

the basis for searching if a retrieval is requested. When permanent

filing is started on a new tape, the base search number is set to one.

For subsequent records that are not long message residue segments,

the base search number is increased by one, providing the uniqueness.

For a normal length message, the long and short message indexes

are always zero. For a long message, the long message index is zero

for the first record and is increased by one for each subsequent record

of the same message. The base search number remains the same for

all records of a given long message. For short messages, one base

search number applies to all messages within a record. The short mes-

sage index which is placed in the cross-reference file entry identifies

where the message is packed within the record. This index is zero in

the search slot at the beginning of the tape record.

Permanent file strategy does not require that all records of the long

message be written consecutively. High efficiency is obtained by in-

volving the program is concurrent processing of numerous messages.

Figure 5 shows an example of final tape data packing.

A tape-to-tape link is provided when the end of tape is reached

when partially recorded long messages exist. The balance of these

messages are written on the replacement permanent file tape, and a

link record is written on the first tape, linking each such message to

its new tape address. Thus a tape can be completely used without

sacrificing retrieval capabilities. At the same time, call store and pri-

mary message store space can be released when each long message

segment is written on tape.

The permanent file message tape copy contains a complete copy

of the message, its heading, and associated message processing blocks. 7

Thus when a message is retrieved from tape, the retrieval program

readily verifies correctness and completeness, reconstructs the mes-

sage, and nominates it for delivery.
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Fig. 5—An example of data packing on permanent file tape.

4.2 Cross-Reference File

A vital link in the message retrieval process is the cross-reference

file, which is a station-by-station record in the message store of mes-

sages sent or received. The cross-reference file is the basis for mes-

sage retrieval since it contains the location or retrievability status of

messages handled by the No. 1 ESS ADF. The fixed cross-reference

file area for a particular station can be found in that station's transla-

tion information. From this, the entry concerning a given message

can be obtained via an indexing scheme using the message number.

The cross-reference file organization consists of four different kinds

of blocks, each 32 words long. (See Fig. 6.) Recycling blocks point to

summary blocks, and summary blocks point to file blocks. Accumulat-

ing blocks accumulate cross-reference data, and when full, their con-

tents are transferred into file blocks.

Within each station's fixed area of cross-reference file are two re-

cycling blocks, one for terminated messages and one for originated

messages. A recycling block is an overall record of received or sent

messages. The first 21 words of the recycling block are divided into

seven sections of three words each. Each section represents a group of

1000 message numbers called a cycle. Message numbers for a station

generally proceed from 1 to 999 and then go to 1 again, although sta-

tions may reset their message number counter before normally re-

cycling. The newest cycle is at the top of the recycling block and the

oldest at the bottom. Since the seventh cycle is needed for updating,

each station's cross-reference file can contain information for a maxi-

mum of 6000 messages each for send and receive message numbers.

For each cycle there is a summary block address, the date and time
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of the first message number in that cycle, and the message number

upon which the cycle ended. The last two words of the recycling block

contain the oldest valid message number cycle and the oldest message

number therein for which cross-reference file information has not yet

been released.

Summary blocks and file blocks are seized from a pool common to

all stations. The number of these blocks that a station may seize is a

subscriber feature directly affecting retrieval capability. Thus, a sta-

tion may elect to be able to retrieve from none to the latest 6000 mes-

sages. A summary block contains the addresses of all the file blocks

pertaining to a given cycle within a recycling block. Each of the 32

ENTERED WITH STATION S
DIRECTORY NUMBER

ADDRESS OF STATION S
FIXED CROSS REFERENCE
FILE AREA DETERMINED

NEXT CROSS REFERENCE
FILE BLOCK TO ENTER DE-
TERMINED USING MESSAGE
NUMBER, DATE, AND TIME

FILE
BLOCK

FILE BLOCK ADDRESS
OBTAINED BY INDEXING
INTO SUMMARY BLOCK
WITH 5 MOST SIGNIFI-

CANT BITS OF MESSAGE
NUMBER

TAPE ADDRESS OR
MASTER REGISTER
ADDRESS OBTAINED
BY INDEXING INTO
FILE BLOCK WITH
THE 5 LEAST SIGNI-
FICANT BITS OF MES-
/SAGE NUMBER

Fig. 6—Layout of cross reference file, illustrating indexing scheme for locating

a message on tape or in primary message store.
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words of a summary block points to a file block if this is a full cycle

of 1000 messages. A file block contains the location or status of a

group of 32 messages such as those for message numbers 1 to 32, 33

to 64, and so on.

An accumulating block collects entries for the most current group

of 32 messages. When a message number which is a multiple of 32 is

reached, the contents of the entire accumulating block are transferred

to a file block. The appropriate slot within the summary block is also

updated with this file block address. Accumulating blocks, like re-

cycling blocks, are part of each station's fixed cross-reference file area.

There is one accumulating block for receive message numbers and

one accumulating block for send message numbers.

As soon as a message enters the No. 1 ESS ADF, an initial entry

in the cross-reference file is made for the originating station's send

message number. As each message termination is completed, an initial

cross-reference file entry is made for that addressee's receive message

number. In these initial entries, a master register7 address is inserted

into the appropriate message number slots in the corresponding sta-

tion's accumulating blocks. At this time the master register points to

the address of the message in the message store. After all deliveries

are made and the message is permanently filed on magnetic tape, the

appropriate cross-reference file slots for the originator and all termi-

nators are updated with the tape address of the message. If the mes-

sage was not completely filed, if it was an action request, or if it was

aborted in origination or delivery, the cross-reference file entries are

marked with a non-retrievable code.

4.3 Message Retrieval

The message retrieval service feature permits user stations to retrieve

their messages in the event of garbled copy, message numbers out of

sequence, a station out of paper, or the like. The location of each mes-

sage requested is obtained via the cross-reference file. Each message

is found, processed, and sent to the retrieval destination. Examples of

a garbled message, a message retrieval request for that message, and

the message retrieval output are shown in Fig. 7.

4.3.1 Requesting Message Retrieval

The input stimulus for message retrieval is an input message called

a resend action request, whereby a user station requests the No. 1

ESS ADF to resend one or more messages. Basically, the only items
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STATION OR TRANSMISSION ERROR WHILE HANDLING

A LINE FEED CHARACTER.

(c)

Fig. 7— (a) A garbled message received at station BTLIOO. (b) Message re-
trieval request originated at station BTL101. (c) Retrieved message copy received
at station BTL101.

that must be specified are the identity of the station whose messages

are to be retrieved and the message numbers desired. (A maximum of

100 message may be requested in a single action request.) Unless dates

and times of the messages requested are also included, it is assumed

that these messages are in the most recent cycle of 1000 messages. A
variation in format permits retrieval from a given message number
through the most recent message number for that station. The tele-

phone company retrieval center has the further capability of request-

ing a message whose tape address is already known. In all cases, the

retrieval destination, unless otherwise specified, is the action request

originator.
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4.3.2 Locating Messages Requested

When a message retrieval action request is received, the cross-refer-

ence file of the station whose message is to be retrieved is interrogated

for each message number desired. First it is determined whether the

message is retrievable; if it is, its location is obtained.

It could happen that a desired message is too old, that is, its perti-

nent cross-reference file area has been released. In this event, a service

message is sent to the retrieval center, where the attendant may,

through journal file retrieval, obtain the tape address, which then is

used for the retrieval request.

A message number may be nonexistent or nonretrievable. An ex-

ample is a requested message number larger than the most recently

used message number as indicated by the message number counter.

This results in a service message to the action request originator.

If a retrieval is requested for a message which is being filed, a delay

mechanism causes the cross-reference file to be interrogated later.

4.3.3 Queuing Tape Search Requests

In most cases the cross-reference file entry for a message number

contains a permanent file tape address, consisting of a tape reel num-

ber and a search number. Because of the time-consuming nature of

tape operations and the fact that only one search can be performed

at a time, this tape address is used to make an entry on a tape search

queue. A tape search queue is a call-store-linked list of retrieval re-

quests for a given tape reel. Each tape search queue entry consists

of a four-word call store facility called a retrieval register. Each

retrieval register contains the message number requested, the tape

address of the desired message, and a reference to the action request

(which is stored in primary message store until the message has been

found)

.

Several tape search queues are involved in message retrieval. For

on-line tape reels there is a queue per tape unit. For off-line tape reels

there is only one queue. Entries on any tape search queue are ordered

according to ascending search number. In the case of the off-line tape

search queue, entries are grouped first-in first-out, according to tape

reel number. Within each off-line tape reel number group, entries are

further arranged in order of search number. Tape searching normally

proceeds in the direction of increasing search numbers.

4.3.4 Scheduling Tape Searches

All tape search queue entries are serviced in reasonable time because
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of a tape search priority scheduling scheme. New tape search opera-

tions are started on the highest priority scheduled tape search queue

which has entries.

The four categories of tape search queues, listed in order of priority,

are:

(i) Ready-On-Way : For a tape unit with the oldest completed on-

line permanent file tape scheduled for reel change on completion of

search.

(ti) Timed Out: For an on-line tape search queue that has not been

serviced for an excessive time.

(Hi) Off-Line: For search requests for either permanent or journal

file off-line tapes. Off-line permanent file searches are scheduled to

alternate with journal file retrieval searches.

(iv) On Timing: When an on-line tape search queue is initially set

up, it is given this lowest priority. A timer is also set so that the

priority can be upgraded if this tape search queue is not processed

within a reasonable time. If a search is to be performed from this

schedule, the longest queue is selected first.

4.3.5 Searching A Permanent File Tape

The prerequisites for starting a search are that (i) another search

is not in progress, (ii) the secondary tape unit control is available,

and (Hi) the tape unit (corresponding to the tape search queue sched-

uled for processing) is available for searching.

If the tape selected for searching is on the active permanent file

tape unit, writing of the permanent file is first switched to the standby

permanent file tape unit. The former active permanent file tape unit

becomes the standby, and its tape is rewound and made available for

searching. When retrieval is completed on the standby, its tape is

positioned just after the last record written so that it may immediately

resume permanent file writing when needed.

If an off-line permanent file tape is scheduled for searching, an off-

line tape unit is assigned. The tape attendant is instructed to replace

its tape reel with the desired off-line permanent file tape. When this

is accomplished, the tape unit is made available for searching. When
retrieval is completed from this off-line tape reel, the tape attendant

is requested to put the next tape on.

Searching a particular permanent file tape begins with processing

the first entry on the corresponding tape search queue. A forward

search is started for the search number contained in the first entry.

When the proper record is found, and the tape backspaced for read-
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ing, buffer control call store tape blocks are seized for receiving the

data, and a read is ordered. When the read is accomplished, the mes-

sage is verified for station directory number and message number. A
new message is built, using the message found and an indication that

this is a retrieval copy. This message is then sent to the retrieval

destination.

If the message requested is long (stored in more than one record)

the scarch-backspace-read sequence is repeated for each segment until

the entire message is found. If it is a short message packed in a record

with one or two other short messages, the desired message is extracted

from the record and processed.

These tape operations and the subsequent processing of the message

found are repeated for each entry on the tape search queue of the tape

being searched. Since retrieval queue entries are grouped according

to ascending search number, all entries on a tape search queue can

be processed in one efficient pass along the tape. At the conclusion of

the search, the tape unit is returned to the proper state and search

scheduling logic is entered to select the next tape search queue for

processing.

4.3.6 Retrieving From Message Store

A master register address in the cross-reference file slot for a re-

quested message number implies that the message is recent. It has not

yet been filed on magnetic tape and is still located in the message

store. The message is immediately retrieved from message store and

sent to the retrieval destination.

4.4 Journal File

Selected data from each message is filed in journal file records on

tape. Originating and terminating directory numbers, delivery status,

dates, times, tape address of permanent file message copy, and mes-

sage numbers are examples of this selected information.

All journal tape records are 15 blocks long, and each record is di-

vided into 50 entries. Each entry is composed of a three-word search

slot and a six-word text slot as illustrated in Fig. 8. A three-word

search slot with its corresponding six-word text slot is used for each

message originator. Similarly, each message terminator is assigned

search and text slots. Thus a message sent to three addresses requires

a total of nine words for the originator and 27 words for the termina-

tors.
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Fig. 8—Layout of data in the journal file tape record.

All information packed into the journal file record is obtained from

the message processing block complex for each message. Message data

is accumulated in a 15-block journal file buffer in buffer control call

store. Data from individual messages is packed into the journal file

buffer. When the buffer is full, its contents are written as a single

record on the journal file tape.

The journal file record, unlike the permanent file record, in no way-

has a one-to-one relationship with the individual message. Rather,

the journal tape record usually contains entries for many messages,

one or two of which may overlap into adjacent records. The originator

and terminators of an individual message always occupy contiguous

slots in the record.

The search slot for each message originator and terminator contains

the directory number, message number, and originator or terminator

flag applicable to the message sender or receiver. The information

contained in the search slot is unique to this message and thus forms

the basis for search in a journal file retrieval. The corresponding text

slot contains statistical information concerning the handling of the

message by the No. 1 ESS ADF, such as delivery status, date, and

time.

No. 1 ESS ADF journal records are useful because:
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(t) They contain tape addresses of all permanent file message copies,

and thus a message may be retrieved even after the cross-reference

file entry has been overwritten in the message store. A journal file

retrieval process is provided for this purpose.

(n) Extracts of message processing records can be retrieved from

the journal file tape by telephone company retrieval center attendants

for assisting users and operating center personnel with special prob-

lems.

(Hi) Statistical studies of operating performance, traffic levels, and

specialized problems are reduced to final form by analyzing the jour-

nal records on commercial data processing systems. A journal file

analysis program geared to a commercial computer is operational and

is frequently used for this purpose.

4.5 Journal File Retrieval

The journal file retrieval service feature enables retrieval center

personnel to obtain origination, termination, and processing informa-

tion concerning messages handled by the No. 1 ESS ADF.

4.5.1 Requesting Journal File Retrieval

A journal file search is initiated by an input message called a jour-

nal file resend action request. This action request specifies the direc-

tory number of the station that sent or received the message, the mes-

sage number, the journal file tape reel number, and the date and time

that the recording was started on the journal file tape. The journal

file tape reel to be searched must be off-line. Each journal file search

action request implies a search over the entire reel for all entries per-

taining to the message specified.

4.5.2 Queuing Journal File Search Requests

Since journal file retrieval requests cannot be processed immediately

and since each search consumes considerable time, a journal file search

queue entry is made for each search request. As in message retrieval,

a four-word call store facility called a retrieval register is used. A
new entry is added to the end of the queue, the queue consisting of a

one-way link list of retrieval registers.

4.5.3 Scheduling Journal File Tape Searches

Journal file search scheduling is performed with the message re-

trieval tape search scheduling; journal file searches are alternated
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with permanent file off-line .searches. The same conditions and proce-

dures are followed as in setting up a permanent file off-line search.

4.5.4 Searching A Journal File Tape

When a journal file search is next in the search priority, a journal

file forward search is set up. Unlike a message retrieval search on one

word (the search number), a journal file search operation is based on

three words. The hardware matches on three-word entries within the

search section (the first five blocks) of each 15-block record on the

journal file tape. The first two words include the originator or termi-

nator flag and a ten-digit directory number. The third word is the

message number.

Processing the journal file record that is found involves locating the

search slots for all the entries associated with the entry for which the

search was made. The originator entry and all terminator entries for

this message are found. Since the entries for a given message may
extend beyond one record, additional tape operations may be required.

The contents of the text slot corresponding to each search slot is then

put into output format, one entry at a time, starting with the origina-

tor entry. Using this newly formed text, a journal file retrieval output

message is built and sent to the retrieval center.

Such a message contains data concerning origination, termination,

and handling of the message. Originator information includes the

originator's directory number, the message number, the date and time

of the origination, the originating message customer identity, and the

input message status. The termination data for each terminator con-

sists of the directory number, the message number, the terminating

date and time, the delivery status, and the delivery precedence. The

tape address of the complete message copy and the total message

length are included as handling information.

After a match has been made and the record processed for output,

another search is set up for the given directory number and message

number. The search-read-and-process sequence is repeated until all

entries have been found on the tape for the given directory number

and message number combination. When the end of the tape is reached,

the tape is rewound and reel change ordered, as appropriate for re-

maining off-line retrieval work.
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